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 “Goodnight room; Goodnight moon; Goodnight light and the red balloon.  

Goodnight comb and goodnight brush, Goodnight to the old lady whispering hush! 

Goodnight stars, goodnight air.  Goodnight noises everywhere.”1  The story we read to 

infants, oh, so small.  Eyes barely able to comprehend at all.  The colours, the shapes, 

twinkling stars of the sky.  Soft, glowing, yellow moon.  Lilting rhythm and rhyme.  

Rocking back and forth she holds him close in her arms.  Page after page, protecting 

from harm.  Moments lingering, suspending, and dancing in time.  The story is read, 

every word, every line.  Stars twinkling and shining, a baby fast asleep.  Lulled; 

unaware of the danger that creeps.  And with great wonder, anticipation, we wait now 

to hear.  As the page turns once more, a world kept at bay, the ending draws near.  

The happily ever after, the last cardboard page.  It’s how stories are told, and read, age 

to age.  And already the question looming, what is at stake?  When our senses are 

numb, when we sleep and not wake?  When evil and pain get no mind at all.  When 

vigilance and hope in slumber grow dull.   

But for a moment we return to the boy now nearly three.  Squirming and wiggling 

upon grandma’s knee.  A toddler a flurry, in a hurry and rush.  And in chagrin, an old 

lady still rocking says, “hush!”  While story time now, not such peaceful affair.  Hands 

grabbing, arms flailing, and waving in air.  The book yanked and jerked, no peaceful 

stars twinkling.  A word here, a word there, thick cardboard pages blinking.  And 

skipping and flipping at lightning fast pace.  Lilting rhythm and rhyme become only a 

 
1 Margaret Wise Brown, Goodnight Moon, Sept. 1947 
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race.  And book slammed shut, with violent force.  In mid-story, mid-rhyme, fingers 

pinched tightly, of course.  And all of it—the story, and happily ever after, spinning 

round.  The stars; glowing moon crashing horrifically to ground.  And with final 

pronouncement, no beginning again.  A boy says goodnight to the moon and the stars; 

“The End!” 

 Well I suppose we all are guilty now and again.  Of wanting to race forward, to 

skip pages to the end.  Especially when the story takes an unexpected turn, when 

things get suddenly perilous, when stars fall and burn.  And things not at all the way we 

rehearsed.  When life in the story, the world, gets continually worse.  When the happily 

ever after is sure to crash down.  Like stars falling from the sky and hitting the ground.  

When hidden beneath the covers with flashlight in hand.  So afraid of what comes next 

you cannot just stand.  To turn to the end through the fires that rage.  To discover the 

last of the book; that final page.  Because what if there’s no place to begin once again?  

If the book’s slammed shut, and God proclaims The End!  Do you long for a world with 

no stars in the sky?  When the worst of our dreams crash the sweet by and by?   So 

perhaps it’s much better to rock and to sleep.  In a soft lilting dream that the world at 

bay keeps.   

 But once more the question, what is at stake?  When our senses are numb, 

when we sleep and not wake.  When evil and pain get no mind at all.  When vigilance 

and hope in slumber grow dull.  And who is at risk, when rocking and lulling we slip.  

Into complacency’s blindness, into power’s firm grip?  It is the question we turn to as 
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we join the disciples that day.  Walking blissfully numb in the streets of the way.  And 

before them in glory the temple tall stands.  And around them the bustle of every 

people, every land.  The disciples want to linger, enraptured—captured—by stone.  

The beauty of the building.  The awe of the throne.   Their lens of the world like a fairy 

tale book.  “Jesus!  What wonder!  What glory!  Take a look!”   

And for certain it’s not errant to take wonder and joy.  To grab on for ourselves 

like a book and a boy.  And while much that we build is for good and may last.  It is 

often the illusion that holds us too fast.  Our own constructions and temples merely the 

mask, thin-veiled like moonlight, while we sleep; while we bask.  It is false illusion the 

disciples cling to that day; to believe that some stones keep the world at bay.  While 

behind them, beneath them, around them the poor.  The hungry and thirsty, the lonely 

and more.  While we look at glory, and power, and thrones.  Our senses are dulled to a 

world where pain finds its home.  Lulled in the greed, selfish oppression and hate.  Can 

we see past the stones, feel the numbing heartache?  It is shocking, unnerving to hear 

it will all be torn down.  The stones we rely on will crumble to the ground.  “And in those 

days, after that suffering, the moon will not give its light.  The heavens will be shaken, 

no stars in the night.  No rhythm, no rhyme, no rocking to sleep.  Not peaceful or 

comforting, no angels to keep.  Tis not a bedtime story, Jesus calls us, “Awake!  Don’t 

you see, don’t you know, life is at stake?”   

And story time now, not such peaceful affair.  Hands grabbing, arms flailing, and 

waving in air.  The book yanked and jerked, a race to the last, “When will these things 
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be, and Jesus when will fear pass?  In worry, a flurry, in a hurry and rush.  Waiting for 

Jesus to rock back and forth and say, “hush!”  For at first glance and hearing it all 

seems very glum.  Like a book forcefully shut on a throbbing sore thumb.  Should we 

hide neath the covers, out of sight out of mind?  In hopes that destruction might pass 

us by? While outside the window stars are swirling around?  And in darkness glowing 

moon crashes horrifically to ground.  Do we wait final pronouncement from God—no 

beginning again.  In cosmic tantrum declaring, “Goodnight moon and the stars and to 

everything; “The End!”  

Like pages turned quickly out of sequence and line.  Does this ending we tell 

seem broken; words falling out of rhyme?  At odds with the God who created moon 

and stars in beauty to shine. Who promises to come and who enters our time?  Is it 

God’s character at the first sign of trouble to run?  To wash scarred hands of the world 

and say, “That’s it!  I’m all done!”  Does this sound like God’s love whose heart is 

weeping and breaks?  Or like Jesus who has come right where our heartaches?  Is this 

story at all like the One who brings life for our sake?  And to our broken world, who 

declares, “People!  Life is at stake!”   

So perhaps and in fact we have rushed to an end.  Turning pages so quickly to 

what God never intends.  That God never slumbers, or closes the page.  Never says 

Goodnight, but will always save.  And the Gospel of hope we seek is spoken and 

found.  Not in stars that are falling, but Jesus touching our ground.  That the same 

Jesus we await in a future coming to be.  Is the Christ of the manger, of the grave and 
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the tree.  Is the Jesus who feeds the hungry and lost.  Who welcomes the poor, lifts up 

the storm-tossed.  Is it this Christ who comes and is coming, that we watch, wide 

awake?   In the middle of our strife, certainly life is at stake!”   

And so to a church of our day and then.  A people in deep peril, asking, “If not 

now, Jesus, when?”  In our present when outside our windows and doors. The threat 

and the angst is as it was ever before.  As we toss and we turn in uncertainty and 

fright.  In the broken fragility and darkness of night.  In the illusion of light we can no 

longer bask.  In the pain of our lives thin-veiled and unmasked.  Even now perhaps we 

see what is fully at stake.  Perhaps now more than ever we are fully awake.  Awake to 

the footfall of hatred and war.  To the cries of wounded rising as never before.  To the 

hunger that aches in a world without bread.  With children whose hunger may never be 

fed.  Awake to the temporary, failing things, that we trust.  The powers and structures, 

now crumbling to dust.  And even our churches and ideologies.  And the viral 

pandemic that brings us all to our knees.  Stones crashing, stars falling, at the end of 

our rope.  Into fragmented life where we cannot cope.  Our deepest longing, and 

desire, is at last deliverance from.  “Jesus, the only hope for us all.  Amen, Lord Jesus, 

please hurry, please come!  And into a book slammed shut, when we see only an end.  

Jesus says, “Wait and watch!  Stay awake!”  A story that is ending begins and begins 

again.     

And the thing about waking, about wide-open eyes.  You just never know when 

you will be surprised.  That in anticipation and waiting, what you think to expect.  Will 
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be even more beautiful in what God is doing yet.  That if God can create the stars 

blazing in night.  The beauty of the moon waxing golden with light.  Then what glory 

might shine when the darkness shakes.  When the power of heaven like new morning 

breaks.   

And if Jesus can feed the hungry and least.  What wonder it is when all will feast.  

And if Jesus has come and is coming again.  Even though we don’t know the hour or 

the when.  Could it be that Christ’s coming is already today?  To shine light and bring 

healing into every and each day.  That those days are these days, and the suffering 

will cease.  Because Jesus is coming, in hope and in peace.  Creating anew, writing 

each new line, in rhythm and meter, with Word spoken and rhyme.   

And with great wonder, anticipation, we wait now to hear.  As the page turns 

once more, what new things will appear.  Actively waiting, looking long into the night.  

To watch for the dawning of glorious light.  And with a million stars blazing, glowing 

moon overhead.  We don’t say Goodnight, but rise up instead.  To proclaim Christ’s 

coming, that “Life is at stake!”  So people of God rise up and awake!   


